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Blazing a trail in the fitness world is a tricky business. Get
it right and you become a universally admired health guru;
get it wrong and you look like the kind of gym bro in need
of a punch . M H is here to keep you on the right side of cool
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imes change. Not too long ago, health and
fitness was a niche. Now it’s most definitely
a thing. A cool thing even. And when something
becomes a cool thing, it becomes big business –
one worth £4.3 billion in the UK alone.
Driving this rapidly bulking industry is the
fitness hipster. You’ll find him in Brooklyn,
Erskineville or Shoreditch, sipping on a bottle
of charcoal water, right at the point where fitness and fashion collide.
Dressed in black compression tights and a deep-cut vest, he was
doing yoga back when it was just for mums, and making his own
chai and almond milk lattes before Starbucks cottoned on.
And, despite our better instincts, we salute him. Because for this
guy, it’s not enough just to follow the crowd: he needs to set the
agenda in kit, classes and culinary discoveries. Without him, we
wouldn’t have quinoa in our cupboards, bamboo threads in our gym
bags or Tabata in our exercise armoury. But the problem with being
an early adopter is that you run the risk of getting it wrong; really
wrong. And suddenly your beard doesn’t look quite so hip.
This, then, is a manual for the right kind of fitness hipster. One who
is ahead of the game. One who knows where to draw the line between
useful trends and passing fads. And one who doesn’t look like a tool.

?
KNOW THE LINGO

The fitness hipster isn’t always as dumb as
he sounds – talk the line between the argot
worth knowing and the mere mumbo jumbo

FAT-BURNING
ZONE

Popularised by
Ironman trainer
Phil Maffetone,
by exercising at
low intensity over
long distances you
teach your body
to consume fat,
not carbs, as fuel.
Use it After reading
Natural Born
Heroes I’ve slowed
my training runs
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down to get in the
fat-burning zone. It’s
shaved minutes off
my marathon time.

MUSCLE
CONFUSION

A technique
pioneered by the
smash-hit home
fitness DVD P90X,
which introduced
unstructured
workouts to beat
performance
plateaus.
Use it No wonder
your gains have
stalled, you’ve been
doing the same
workout for two
months. Switch up
the sets and reps;
muscle confusion
will totally reboot
your bulking.

CATABOLIC

The process where
the body breaks
down muscle

instead of building
it. It occurs when
you over-exercise,
or undereat.
However, it’s much
harder to achieve
than people think.
Use it You’ve given
up cardio because
you’re worried about
going catabolic?
Come on, three
sessions a week won’t
do you any harm.

Mike Fitch, founder of Global
Bodyweight Training, wants
respect for #calisthenics

B

I

A Heat your
wheels

B Pull the
wool

C Shoot for
bamboo

D Feel the
base

Fixies are OK for east
London towpaths.
But the fitter hipster
prefers to follow in
the pedal strokes of
this month’s Tour of
Britain riders, with
a carbon-fibre frame
as strong as it is light
– ideal for sportives,
or cobbles on your
way to work. It even
comes in on-point
monochrome black.
Canyon CF SLX
£2339 canyon.com

If the idea of training
in wool leaves you
feeling cold, that’s the
point. Merino wool is,
in fact, best used as
a thin training layer,
as it wicks away
sweat superquick and
keeps you cooler than
regular tees. Don’t be
a sheep: wear one.
Icebreaker Short
Sleeve Crewe £55
icebreaker.com

Bamboo cotton
is formed from
sustainable materials
with antibacterial
and heat-controlling
properties. It does
what your high-tech
performance fabrics
do, without the need
for textile crosspollination. #smug
BAM Athletic
Shorts £25
bambooclothing.co.uk

Compression layers
add power and speed
recovery. To nail the
base-layer basics, opt
for monochrome – on
trend right now.
Nike Pro Hypercool
Compression Tights,
£30 nike.com

E Boost your
reputation
Now that Nike Frees
are sadly ubiquitous,
step into Adidas
Ultra Boost shoes;
their bounceback
tech has slashed
many a 10K PB. It
pays to be different.
Adidas Ultra Boost
£130 adidas.co.uk

’d just warmed up with some
handstands at a popular street
workout spot when one of the locals
noticed my skills. “This one’s for you,”
he yelled as he pulled a 360 muscle-up.
He missed the bar completely – and
hit the ground with a thud. Is this
what calisthenics has become?
A gymnastic pissing contest?
There’s no doubt that
bodyweight training is in the
spotlight, with an explosion of epic
online videos. With enough time and
tenacity, you might actually achieve
these moves, or something resembling
them. But beware skipping from noob
to ninja without owning each of the 10
or so progressions along the way*. Not
letting your muscles adapt is just setting
you up for serious injury. The same goes
for your connective tissues and deep
stabilisation systems.
That superhuman skill you just
‘liked’ on Instagram may take a year to
accomplish. Are you willing to put in the
time? Until then, stick with the basics:
clean press-ups, dips and pull-ups will
always earn respect. After that, find a
few guys (or videos) to show you the
progressions. You’ve only got one body:
learn how it works and how to use it.

THE
COOLEST
BREW

A
D

C

Chill your caffeine fix,
says Tap Coffee’s Matthew
Robley-Siemonsma

WOD

Workout Of the Day
is an acronym used
by CrossFitters to
describe exercise
routines carried out
in a Spartan (but
nevertheless very
expensive) gym
space, AKA box.
Use it Did you hear
that guy refer to his
workout as a WOD
and his gym as a
box? What a douche.
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*FOLLOW MIKE
GUTTER
ANDCREDIT
FIND SOME PROGRESSIONS ON
INSTA (@MIKEGBT) AND YOUTUBE (GBODYWEIGHTRAINING)

Short for metabolic
conditioning:
exercises that force
your muscles to
work harder than
normal, increasing
the storage and
delivery of energy.
Use it You’re doing
met-con today? Well,
I was doing Fartlek
training while your
fitness guru was still
Mr Motivator.

Don’t settle for style over
substance when you can
happily have both, says MH
associate editor Jamie Millar
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MET-CON

T I M E AT
THE BAR

LOOK
T H E PA R T

E
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GROUND ZERO
Steep 200g of coarsely ground
coffee in 2L water for 12 hours.
Strain through a cheesecloth
to avoid getting grounds in
your handlebar moustache.
Mix one part cold brew with
three parts milk for all the whey
protein of your morning shake,
a pleasant buzz and zero grit.

No longer does the hipster
risk a scalding by drinking
his coffee before it has had
a chance to cool. Cold brew
has a variety of benefits
over hot brews: it contains
more caffeine, and reduces
your body temperature for
a shot of extra endurance,
according to research in
journal Medicine & Science
in Sports & Exercise. So,
chill out and muscle up.
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UPGR ADE
YO U R
L I B R A RY

B U I L D YO U R
FA D D I E T

Believe it or not, some
hipsters read. These
authors have serious
cachet, but they also
know their onions

Kale chips? Over it. Use our
guide to design a vogueish
plan that’s actually effective
01 Choose a catchy name
A word that people generally
associate with health and fitness is
perfect, even if it’s not obviously
connected to your plan. Just ask the
Warrior Diet or Paleo guys.
MH suggests The Lean & Green Diet

05 Now tell absolutely everyone
Social media should be your soapbox:
USC researchers say that every 10
updates will motivate you to achieve
an average extra 0.5% weightloss.
MH suggests Share a photo of this
post-gym meal: salmon with tenderstem
broccoli, green beans and spinach
06 Abandon your diet entirely…
…then start the process again.
The International Journal of Obesity
found that consistently changing
your plan will stop your fat-burning
levelling off. And as soon as other people
are following your diet it will be far too
mainstream for you anyway.
MH suggests The Raw Power Diet
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Alpha kudos

Fat Loss Happens On Monday
by Josh Hillis with Dan John
Strength coach nonpareil
John teams up with waist
management specialist Hillis
to reveal unlikely hacks such as
shopping at the start of the week.

Every Day Is Game Day
by Mark Verstegen
From the founder of EXOS,
which drills the German
football team. Verstegen fosters
the mindset, nutrition and
recovery of a winner or eleven.

Natural Born Heroes
by Christopher McDougall
The man who brought barefoot
mainstream says that the
ancient Greeks got there first for
every fitness hack going, from
movement to high-fat diets.

Things move fast in Hipsterdom – check our chart to ensure you’re always on point
LEGIT HIP
Matcha

Tap water

Contains more minerals
than most bottled
waters and hydrates
better than filtered

M OVE WITH TH E TI M E S

There are such things as trends with benefits, you just
need to reclaim the most effective exercises from the
gym-class cowboys, says PT Tim Walker*

The trend
CrossFit: box jump
This plyometric
move has helped
many an athlete
boost their speed
and power, by
pushing fast-twitch
muscle fibres to their
limits – but only
when used sparingly.
Your move Shoot for
3-4 good, high leaps,
not 20 cardio-style
CrossFit hop-ups.
Deploy them as the
second component
in a heavy-squat
superset.
Perfect form In front
of a thigh-high box,
dip into a semi-squat
and tense up. Drive
through your legs to
jump with both feet,
landing on the box in
a squat. Stand, drop
down, repeat.

The trend
Calisthenics: L-seat
The L-seat originates
in gymnastics and its
strength benefits are
functional without
being prohibitively
difficult.
Your move You’ve
probably witnessed
an Insta ‘barman’
bust an L-seat – in
a clear misuse of
kids’ playground
apparatus. It’s far
better deployed as
an abs finisher.
Perfect form Either
grab a pull-up bar, or
find some Olympic
rings if you’re feeling
heroic, and raise your
legs, keeping your
core tight. Hold it
for 10-20sec.

The trend
TacFit: leg swoop
Designed around
police and Special
Forces training – but
really little more than
a group circuits
session – TacFit can
be performed poorly
without supervision.
Your move Under
the eye of an expert
trainer, the leg swoop
is the bodyweight
move par excellence.
Nail the form and
deploy as part of a
bodyweight circuit.
Perfect form On
all fours, raise your
knees from the
ground. Drop your
hips and swing your
torso to kick your
right leg under
your left side, then
alternate sides with
each rep.

The trend
RowFIT: rowing
Rowing has had a
renaissance, thanks
to a new class in NYC
touted as the next
Barry’s Bootcamp.
Your move The aim
should be good form
under control, not
whipping your body
around in time with
high-tempo tunes
for 40min. Learn the
technique, apply
for strong 10min
bursts of effort.
Perfect form Your
legs should be doing
all the work. Think of
your hands and arms
merely as hooks
while you keep your
core tight and drive
through each stroke.
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Calisthenics

Bodyweight training
invented by the
Greeks, perfected
in your park

Study-backed and
better than sports
drinks – stay away
from sweetened

Tabata

Science-backed HIIT:
give 100% effort,
see huge results

Green tea

Turns your veg into
pasta-replacing
veggie noodles

Broga

Cold-pressed
juice

Less calcium, less
protein and
less economical
than cow’s milk

Fibre not included –
you’re just drinking
liquid sugar

Yoga for bros?
No thanks

Bulletproof
coffee

Bone broth

The hottest paleo
food trend of the year
is… stock. Really?

Charcoal water

Coffee + butter + oil?
Plenty of marketing
spiel, zero evidence

Save your cash,
open your tap

Your version
of Tabata

Bikram yoga

You will not ‘sweat
out toxins’; you
might suffer heat
exhaustion

Nutribullet

Keeps fruit’s pulp, for
maximum taste and
nutrients alike

Spiralizer

May have lost its
hipster cred, but
not its omnifarious
health benefits

Almond milk

Where sugar comes
from, but this low GI
grass is loaded with
vitamins and minerals

Coconut water

Yoga

Ignore the chakra
stuff, and build
strength, flexibility
and agility

Cane

Newish brew on the
block, with 60 times
more antioxidants
than spinach

AHEAD OF THE CURVE

04 Use some science
You need actual science. Happily,
your red plate (American Journal of
Preventive Medicine) and big fork
(University of Utah) have both been
proven to reduce your calorie intake.
MH suggests Don’t eat after 8pm (Obesity)

Mannschaft mentality

SO LAST YEAR

03 Add a rule (or two)
Shout about the ingenious and
‘crazy’ rules of your new plan. Only
eating off a red plate, say. Or using a
big fork. The more the merrier, as long as
they are relatively simple to execute.
MH suggests Both the above

Routine purchase

Becoming A Supple Leopard
by Dr Kelly Starrett
Starrett is the rock star of
foam-rolling (no, really). This
detailed tome contains the keys
to unlock your athletic potential
– and pictures, thankfully.

E N T E R T H E F I T N E S S M AT R I X

*EVOLUTION OF MAN FITNESS

02 Vilify a food group
It’s simple: just cut back on carbs. In
a year-long study published in The
Annals of Internal Medicine, subjects
on a low-carb programme lost three
times more than those on a low-fat plan.
MH suggests No refined carbs

Upward mobility

We said 100%
effort, you’re barely
breaking a sweat

Wheatgrass

Science has spoken:
none of its benefits
are bioavailable

Breast milk

Research has spoken:
breast is not best

OVERHYPED
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